03.09

TEMPLE OF THE MOON
SALT ART & MUSIC
LANGKAIA 1

STARTS 18:00
ENTRY CLOSE 21:00
ENDS 03:00

BE AWARE THAT THE VENUE-SECURITY MAY CHECK
BAGS AND POCKETS ETC FOR DANGEROUS ITEMS AT
THE GATE.

OSLO

TEMPLE STAGE
DEN ARKTISKE HOVEDSCENE - NO SHOES - NO PHONES - NO PHOTO - ONLY BOTTLES

19:00 GONG BATH MEDITATION
19:45 OPENING CEREMONY
20:15 PICCAYA
22:15 AISTE REGINA
00:15 PAUL WHITE

DEEP TECHNO STAGE
LANGHUSET - NO PHONES - ONLY BOTTLES

21:00 OPENING DRONE
21:45 HENRII HAVAAS
23:45 ARTIFICIAL DRM LIVE
01:00 FERAL LIVE

CHILLOUT & VIBE STAGE
BAZAAREN - BAR - CAFE - CHILLOUT

18:00 OMG ALLSTARS
22:00 ORGANIC STRUCTURE
00:30 RUNE LINDBÆK

OPENING CEREMONY CREW
Nathalie Nilsen & Hydrous

Runi Atma

Synne Garvik

Nathalie Rognaldsen

TEMPLE POETS

Sarah Stephanie Skjoldervik

Dominic Munton

TEMPLE GUARDS

Westblikk brothers

THE GOLD STANDARD
- A contribution

from all our guest and associates

COLLECTIVE

PRESENT

Our events have a community
based nature, which means that
they are supported by thousands
of hours of collective effort. This
is something we do together, with
everyone’s best in mind. Please
reach out if you want to be a part
of it.

Stay away from cameras,
cellphones and other electronic
equipment as much as
possible. This moment is the
most precious gift, pay
attention and you shall receive.

AUTHENTIC

RESPECTFUL

We invite you to express your true
self, and we promise to not be
judgemental. It is expected that
everyone attending an event does
as best as they can to be
authentic and real without hidden
intentions.

This is our sacred space, and
this is not a place to get drunk
and intoxicated. Please stay
alert, awake, vital and healthy.
Respect
the vibe.

INCLUSIVE

RESPONSIBLE

We are in this together, and we
will stay in this together.
Forgiveness and acceptance
is the way.

Recycle, and preserve mother
earth, take care of each other,
take care of yourself. Let there
be gold dust in your footprints.

TEMPLE STAGE

Paul White (OMG) - check him out in soundcloud

Piccaya (Kosmozoo) - check him out in soundcloud

Aiste Regina (Scene Unseen) - check her out in soundcloud

DEEP TECHNO STAGE
FERAL (Aube Rouge & Hypnus Records) LIVE - check him out in soundcloud

HENRII HAVAAS (OMG)
- check her out in soundcloud

ARTIFICIAL DRM (Semantica & Soria Records)
- check them out in soundcloud

SERVING
IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO BRING YOUR OWN FOOD AND DRINKS.
THERE WILL BE A BAR SELLING ALCOHOLIC AND NON-ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES. STREET-FOOD-STANDS WILL BE OPEN TILL 22:00.
MYRVANN WILL HAVE A CACAO-STAND. OMG CAFÈ WILL PROVIDE
COFFEE, AND SWEETS.

SPA
THE VENUE SALT ART & MUSIC HAS ONE OF EUROPAS BIGGEST
SAUNAS. UNFORTUENATLEY WE HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO
NEGOTIATE FREE-PASSES FOR OUR GUESTS.
A TWO HOUR SAUNA SESSION CAN BE BOOKED VIA SALT HERE,
OR PURCHASED AT THE VENUE IF AVAILABLE.

HOW TEMPLE PRODUCTION AFFECTS
MY LIFE ON A DEEPER LEVEL
“The Temple of the Sun at the Deichmanske main library of Oslo 7th of
May 2022 was one of quite a few peak performances in recent years. It
was a grand celebration of the sun, a modern day sun temple with close
to a thousand participants, and the seeding of a sun-cult who one day will
embody the qualities of the sun and create the world that they imagine is
possible. I prepared for the event by following the sun for weeks. I
watched sunrises and sunsets, I did hours of sun-gazing and I meditated
on the sun and its qualities every day. I was reminded that with the power
of the sun, nothing is impossible.
By working with the production of Temple of the Moon recently I got
inspired by the phases of the moon. Unlike the sun, the moon is a more
unfamiliar territory for me. I've always been inspired by the sun and its
superiority, while the moon has appeared a little sketchy. I sort of had a
hard time trusting the forever changing behavior, and the mysteries
hidden out of sight. This new found interest in flow, phases, and natural
change has given me a new perspective on my work with OMG, and is
about to transform the way I live my life forever.”
From:

The Memoirs “Closing the cycle” chapter 11
by Berner Garvik (2022)

OMG CLUB NIGHT

Friday 30.09.2022
LAST EVENT OF THE YEAR
OMG will the coming winter go into hibernation to rediscover itself, find new
inspiration, innovate new concepts and come back with a stronger team than
ever before. We feel like the almighty OMG can take a well deserved
vacation and give the community time to integrate the vibes from this phase
before taking on a new one.
We will stop the current event activity, recalibrate and improve while we are
still on top - to make sure that we stay ahead of the game for many years to
come.
Club location in downtown Oslo TBA
Club night 20:00 - 04:00
We only sell light beer, sodas and cacao.

250 KR NOW

GET TICKETS HERE

COMMUNITY

Norway
2022

A widespread and diverse community of capable people,
built on the idea of a better future on planet earth

Soria Community

What is Soria Community?
Soria Community is a widespread and diverse community with around a thousand members from the
major urban areas of Norway. Among us we have sound engineers, teachers, visual developers,

artists, organizers, business developers, communication advisors, creative leaders, parents &
kids, urban farmers, spiritual practitioners, doctors, healers, industry workers and more. We
have doers, creators and makers of different kinds. Creative souls that seeks to bring the
magic from festivals into their daily life and work.
Our goal is to make a better future on planet earth by liberating and evolving ourselves and
our community. We want to build cultural heritage based on something that matters to us, and
start celebrating our own lives as the unique phenomenons it is. We want our community to
be a platform for sharing goods, services, events, activities and other content that makes our
collective stronger and more capable.

History
Soria Community used to be a part of the OMG Events community, but as the times are changing and
things are picking up we see a huge advantage in developing the community as its own project
separated form the commercial activity related to the events. There will still be strong ties to the OMG
Events which per time is the main happening for the community where everybody meets.

Organization
The organization is per time registered as a non-commercial volunteer association in the Norwegian
Brønnøysundregisteret with the number: 919515139. The Soria Community structure is quite new in its
current form and will under the establishment phase be managed by the OMG Events team.

Get involved, run a project, create the future.

soria-community.no

Our Community

Soria Community principles

Collective
Our community is supported by thousands of hours of collective voluntary effort.
This is something we do together, with everyone’s best in mind.

Authentic
We will aspire you to express your true self, and we will promise to not be
judgemental.

Inclusive
We are in this together, and we will stay in this together. Forgiveness and acceptance
is the way.

Respectful
Our community is our sacred space, it is not a platform for intoxication and
escapism. We will seek the highest wellbeing possible for ourselves and our
community. Please respect the vibe.

Responsible
Recycle, and preserve mother earth, take care of each other, take care of yourself.
Let there be gold dust in your footprints.

Present
Stay away from cameras, cellphones and other electronic equipment as much as
possible. This moment is the most precious gift, pay attention and you shall receive.

